
THE IMAGE UNION 
on WTTW, Channel 11 

greater interest in film/ tape than 

Enter constructive action. In 
far-off New York City, the Global 

suffer- 
to this 
e dra- 

number of regional conferences Image Union under the direction matic film, The Assassins by 
aimed at opening up lines of of Tom Weinberg, n who Charles Robert Carner, and Kathy 
communication between indepen- had helped arrange the workshop. Shubert's heartwarming dog party 
dent producers and their various who had been one of the few Ingrid (she Knows). Both tried 
local PBS stations. The timing local videomakers able consistent- hard to look like standard televi- 
couldn't have been better. Their ly to work with WTTW, and who sion material and suffered from a 
Chicago workshop took place last has the trust of both independents broadcast context that threw them 
May. cosponsored by WTTW and and the station. A natural liaison. into close proximity with their 
the very new Chicago Editing So much for the background. models. Ultimately. programs like 
Center, the city's first production With all said and done. the show this should either he up to PBS 
facility for independent video. By still has to stand on its own-a standards (and, therefore, pro- 
the end of the third day. no doubt task that it can handle. I'm glad to grammed on the network) or left 
everyone else involved was as say. quite well. 
amazed as I that the Global Vil- Weinberg has dispensed with 
lage had somehow precipitated the studio host as a connective 
exactly the process it was intend- tissue. preferring to 
ed to set off. material in such a 

It all started when WTTW pres- provides its own structure 'and 
ident William J. McCarter came explanation. Because there is just 
down to the Editing Center's one hour to work with, he has 
facility to make one of those opted for combining short works 
obligatory introductory speeches with excerpts from longer ones (a 
befitting his position. Instead of practice that is usually deplor- 
the usual polite applause. howev- able, but which actually worked 
er, he was met with a vehement rather well in the context of 
outburst of criticism by members broadcast time considerations). 
of the film and video community The first Image Union offered 11 
gathered there to have their say. different films and videotapes. 
The dissatisfactions were aimed with quirky fillers sometimes sep- 
at the unanimously despised arating them or breaking up the 
Nightwatch as well as at WTTW’s mood in key spots: these ranged 
whole attitude in dealing with from Swiss and German television 
outside producers, both artistical- commercials to old clips of Mayor. 
ly and, financially. McCarter's Daley (saying. for example. "the 

'perfunctory appearance stretched police force is not here to create 
out to a three-and-a-half hour disorder. it is here to preserve 

grievance session in which, ac- disorder"). - ' The whole point of a show like I 

action. To McCarter's credit, he 
kept his word. The second meet- those most unlike the norm, with 
ing permitted an airing of prob- 
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on broadcast television on its own 

sumer is consumed"... "there is 
an inherent conflict between 
Commerce. Information. Enter-, 
tainment," and so on. 

Television Delivers People was 
no doubt made for an art gallery' 
context. where such videotapes 
are regularly screened on video 
monitors for small audiences 
(much like the Editing Center's 
monthly Video Sea showings). 
Watching the tape on WTTW. it 
became clear that the  context 
unquestionably altered the view- 
ing experience and the tape itself. 
Seen on a closed-circuit monitor. 
the tape would still he good, but a 
bit subject to the whistling- in- the- 
dark syndrome, aimed at a target 
quite separate from and oblivious 
t o  its uninvited critique. Broadcast 

on Channel 11, however, the tape 
developed-a muscle it could never 
otherwise flex-it acquired a wit 
and immediacy as a direct result 
o f  the format. Such programming 
is exactly the sort of thing that a 
show like The Image Union ought 
to: be offering. I t  restores excite- 
ment and unpredictability to tele- 
vision. meanwhile giving both the 
station and the independent pro- 
ducer a richness and strength that 
neither could achieve alone. 

The second Image Union in- 
stallment airs o n  Thursday. No- 
vember 30. No advance schedule 
was available (Weinberg is keep- 
ing the show close to the chest. 
and flexible). though one selection 
promises to be Valjean 
McLenighan’s Busia and Cioc, a 
portrait of two elderly Eastern 

European women reminiscing 
about their early days in Chicago 
-thus continuing the show’s com- 
mitment t o  oral history, allowing 
ordinary people a place in a medi- 
um so often dominated by bio- 
graphical fantasies. 

The Image Union is a program 
that both WTTW and coordina- 
ting producer Tom Weinberg can 
he proud t o  claim -and improve. 
While the show was well program- 
med and packaged. respecting the 
integrity of the individual works 
(and, incidentally. paying better 
for them than any of its prede- 
cessors. always a reliable index of 
respect). it is still limited by its 
potpourri form. The emphasis on 
Chicago work will hopefully grow 
from being the  show’s raiso 
d'etre to being merely its base 

short bits). If The Image Union 
establishes a strong identity 
mandate for creativity, 
provide a forum for independent 
work that can't be misconstrued 
as a ghetto, PBS tokenism; or this 
year's funding fashion. Not an end 
in itself. The Image Union is 
nevertheless an extremely prom- 
ising beginning, with Weinberg's 
presence a sign of good faith all 
around. WTTW deserves praise 
for handling the show so welt. and 
our serious attention for its next 
phase of activity. Tune in next 
week for The Image Union. part 
two. 


